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“Le Flo des Oliviers” Vended laundry
Aix-les-Bains (73) - France

Making the right decisions!

Olivier RUET (laundry owner)

A vended laundry focusing on welcoming
and on service.
Mr Olivier Ruet wished to create something more than a
tradi onal laundry. He wanted it to be a spacious, cosy
and pleasant place where people could meet, inspired by
Girbau’s reference facili es which can be seen in other
countries such as the United States, or even, without going
so far, in Belgium, which are already very advanced in this
concept, and oﬀer more than just the simple treatment of
linen. Mr Ruet quickly became seduced by the 3D project
that Girbau sent him as an ini al proposal.
THE CONCEPT:
In addi on to
the washing
and
drying
machines,
this laundry
is
equipped
with 2 drinks
dispensers, a large TV screen, magazines available to
customers and free Wifi access. Nine seats allow customers
to wait comfortably in a bright and ven lated space
“something that doesn’t happen o en” Mr Ruet points
out.

A er having visited the compe on, Mr Ruet chose Girbau
due to the sturdiness of their machines and to their design,
and also due to the proposal they made him. The proximity
of the Girbau Group’s manufacturing plant No.4 in Grésysur-Aix also influenced the decision posi vely.

The laundry room is equipped with 7 washer extractors, 3
dryers + 1 distributor of chemical products and 1 central
payment unit. The choice of the machine’s capaci es
was designed to respond op mally to the expecta ons
of a clientele related to the spa and tourist ac vity in the
city, which has many tourist apartments that generate
significant volumes. The decision to install a 23kg washing
machine was, according to him, crucial, and this was soon
shown to have been a good decision, since it has not
stopped working since the opening of the laundry.
.
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Washing and drying equipment:
1

1 HS-6023 washer (supplied with hot water)

2

1 HS-6013 washer (supplied with hot water)

3

5 HS-6008 washing machines electric heated

4

2 ED260 Ecodryers electric heated

5

1 ED460 Ecodryers electric heated

6

1 Central payment unit

7

1 Chemical product distributor

8

1 200 litre electric water heater

28 sq. metres of useful floor space reserved
for customers, from a total surface area of
50 sq. metres.
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